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Abstract Routing is considered to be one the most
challenging problems in MANETs. It has been shown
that the use of virtual coordinates or identiﬁers for eﬃcient routing and data management has several advantages compared to classical topology control techniques
based on pre-deﬁned addresses or geographical coordinates. However, these advantages only hold for single
domain networks with limited mobility. In a previous
paper, we discussed the challenges arising from using
virtual coordinates for routing (to a particular destination ID or to indexed data or resources) in mobile networks in multi-domain network scenarios. We developed
a solution by managing data with a Distributed Hash
Table (DHT) scheme. Based on our Virtual Cord Protocol (VCP), we then implemented inter-domain routing
using appropriate indirections. That approach, however,
was still limited in ﬁnding eﬃcient routes over multiple
transit networks. In this paper, we extend that work
by deﬁning a framework for optimized inter-domain
routing. In particular, we investigate the use of Ant
Colony Optimization (ACO) for optimizing routes between multiple network domains. We show how distributed routing tables can be created and maintained
This paper, in which we primarily focus on the applicability
of ACO for eﬃcient inter-domain routing in MANETs, is an
extended version of work presented at ICC 2010 and at BIONETICS 2010. Our work has been partially supported by the
BaCaTec project “support for inter-domain routing and data
replication in virtual coordinate based networks”.
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and we outline a heuristic for ﬁnding candidate routes.
Simulation experiments conﬁrm the eﬃciency of the selected routes both on a intra and on a inter-domain
level.
Keywords inter-domain routing · virtual cord
protocol · ant colony optimization · mobile networks
1 Introduction
Several classes of diﬀerent routing techniques have been
investigated in the ﬁeld of mobile ad hoc networks. The
key objective is to cope with heterogeneity of nodes,
dynamics of the environment, and, most importantly,
the limited available energy resources [1], for example
in the case of smart phones. Especially in the ﬁeld of
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs), routing becomes
diﬃcult as nodes are assumed to be mobile. Meanwhile,
the MANET community is no longer focusing on random movement strategies but on application dependent
moves, for example, vehicles on roads or people moving
in groups. Early approaches for routing in MANETs
mainly focused on establishing routing tables by ﬂooding the entire network (or parts of the network if operating using hierarchies or cluster building techniques).
These routing tables either need to be updated continuously in so-called proactive approaches, or ﬂooding
is performed whenever a new route is needed in reactive solutions. However, it turned out that the inherent
protocol overhead for topology control is not adequate
in both variants to extend the network lifetime [11] for
personal area networks. Therefore, stateless approaches
have been investigated such as geo-routing, where the
content is represented by geographic coordinates of the
destination. In this case, all nodes have geographic position identiﬁers (learned for example from GPS). Such
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Fig. 1: Schematic representation of partially connected
sensor network domains

position-based routing solutions inherently improve the
situation as simple greedy routing towards the destination can be used. However, such approaches only work
well if the network is dense, as routing holes may cause
geographic routing to rely on ineﬃcient face routing
methods [23], that is, if greedy routing leads to a local
optimum, this situation needs to be solved by slowly
“walking around” the critical region. Recently, a number
of improvements to overcome these geo-routing problems have been proposed. One idea is to “re-arrange”
the nodes’ positions appropriately to prevent routing
holes [20]. The main idea is to use either location transformation or additional virtual location identiﬁers.
A conceptually more innovative approach is to rely
on virtual coordinates only and to create an overlay
network that connects the nodes and guides the search.
Protocols like Virtual Cord Protocol (VCP) [3, 5] and
Virtual Ring Routing (VRR) [6] build their own virtual
coordinate system, which is completely independent of
the geographic node positions. Furthermore, the virtual
node positions can be used as IDs in a Distributed Hash
Table (DHT) to eﬃciently store and retrieve data. Current work on virtual coordinate based approaches focuses on two aspects: The provided quality of service,
which is mainly an issue of optimizing the delivery ratio
or even providing guarantees [25,32], and the reliability
of the system as a whole, using data replication and
other redundancy increasing techniques [4]. Such solutions are inherently self-organizing and scale extremely
well even for large-scale networks [13].
Many scenarios can be envisioned in which multiple (virtual coordinate based) networks have to be established and maintained separately, yet with a strong
demand to support routing across these diﬀerent networks in case they become connected. The problem is
illustrated in Fig.1. Zones labeled A, B, and C represent three individual networks operated, for example, by virtual coordinate based protocols such as VCP.

Such protocols do not inherently support communication between multiple domains. Inter-domain routing
is to be provided between the zones. As depicted in
Fig. 1b, the connectivity between such domains might
not be constantly available, for example, if domains
move according to a group mobility model [36]. Thus,
the selected gateway may spontaneously become disconnected. However, we assume that the network integrity
(in terms of an ordered overlay) for a single domain is
almost always ensured. Whenever two networks get into
each other’s physical radio communication range, data
can be exchanged between the domains. A key challenge
is to provide inter-domain routing between diﬀerent local networks because the virtual coordinates are usually
managed locally in each domain.
Inter-domain routing in MANETs has been ﬁrst discussed in [8].1 Four challenging issues have been identiﬁed: addressing, membership management, handling
domain-level topology changes, and routing between
the networks. As Internet-based protocols have been
considered, the addressing and membership management basically targeted the IP address assignment procedure and the resulting routing problems. A clusterbased solution for inter-domain routing in MANETs
has been described in [35]. Here, especially the issue
of domain-level topology changes has been addressed.
Using Bloom ﬁlters, the eﬀort for necessary topology
updates was greatly reduced. Fig. 2 outlines some of
the most typical problems. At a macroscopic level, domain management techniques must be developed taking
care of splitting and merging domains, and of domainwide topology changes. On a microscopic level, diﬀerent
nodes will have to provide gateway functionality as soon
as physical connection is available. The inter-domain
routing is responsible for establishing adequate paths.
Motivated by this work, we investigated in an earlier
paper the issue of inter-domain routing for virtual coordinate based routing protocols, in particular focusing
1 The term Inter-domain routing in MANETs has been
coined in [8] and has frequently been used since. More correct
would be Inter-MANET routing as there are no autonomous
systems in the classical meaning of Internet BGP routing.
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on our VCP approach [15, 16]. We were able to show
that inter-domain routing in virtual coordinate environments can be established exploiting available DHTbased data management operations. Inter-domain routing between neighboring domains becomes feasible with
only marginal overhead. The key idea is to rely on the
concept of indirections by establishing diﬀerent virtual
inter-domain routing entities. Basically, available gateway nodes between neighboring groups are stored in the
local DHT. This allows to ﬁnd at least one solution to
transmit messages via an available gateway using an indirection via the DHT. Similarly, routing information
between arbitrary groups is stored and updated in the
local DHT. Yet, no optimized inter-domain routing was
possible, that is, ﬁnding an almost optimal path instead
of using just a path.
We further studied this inter-domain routing concept in virtual coordinate based networks using bioinspired techniques [18]. In particular, we used a routing
heuristic based on Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [12]
to optimize both the macroscopic and the microscopic
behavior even in very dynamic environments. The development of such self-organizing algorithms strongly
depends on an optimal calibration of the system parameter [14]. Thus, we ﬁrst investigated the conﬁguration of
the ACO algorithm using empirical studies. Using these
results, we performed a detailed performance analysis
of the developed ACO heuristics based inter-domain
routing scheme. The results clearly indicate that the
developed algorithm is extremely stable and robust to
topology changes.
In this paper, we extend our previous work by introducing a generalized routing framework for interdomain routing that covers optimized routing between
two domains and provides eﬃcient path heuristics for
a transit-domain scenario. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

– We discuss the problem of inter-domain routing in
the ﬁeld of mobile networks with a strong focus on
virtual coordinate based routing and data management techniques.
– We present a generic inter-domain routing framework supporting virtual coordinate based routing
protocols. We exemplary discuss the integration with
the Virtual Cord Protocol.
– We employ a technique known from bio-inspired networking, namely Ant Colony Optimization, to optimize the path selection in this environment. Our
simulation results clearly indicate that the selected
heuristic performs very well in typical scenarios.

3

2 Related Work
We brieﬂy summarize related approaches for routing in
mobile ad hoc networks, focusing on the most recent
approaches relying on virtual coordinates in the intradomain case.
Recently, a number of improvements to overcome
geo-routing problems have been proposed. One idea is
to “re-arrange” the nodes’ positions appropriately to
prevent routing holes. A typical example of this strategy has been described in [20]. The main idea is to use
either location transformation or additional virtual location identiﬁers. The second, more innovative concept
is to rely on virtual coordinates only and to create an
“overlay” that connects the nodes and guides the search
so that it does not get stuck in a hole. One of the ﬁrst
works in this ﬁeld was the Terminodes concept [22]. Virtual structures in hybrid routing have been explored
in [2]. More recent protocols like VCP [5] and VRR [6]
build their own coordinate system, which is completely
independent of the geographic node positions.
Current work on virtual coordinate based solutions
focuses on two aspects: The provided quality of service,
which is mainly an issue of optimizing the delivery ratio or even providing guarantees [25, 32], and the reliability of the system as a whole, using data replication
and other redundancy increasing techniques [4]. Many
of these approaches exploit the availability of the virtual
ordering (numbering) of the nodes on an overlay that
allows the use of DHT like operations for data management. Both VRR and VCP inherently integrate a DHT
that is used for routing as well as for data storage and
lookup. Similarly, the recently published Preﬁx Routing Over Set Elements (PROSE) approach is based on
distributed hashing for scalable MANET routing [30].
The previous examples use an one dimensional overlay
(e.g., a ring or cord). There are also examples of multidimensional overlays like CAN [28].
However, the use of virtual coordinates, which are
usually managed locally in each domain in a way to optimize routing, data management, or both, makes interdomain routing extremely complicated. We contribute
in this ﬁeld providing an indirection-based approach,
explicitly using the available data structures in such
virtual coordinate-based systems.
Inter-domain routing in mobile networks is still a
rather new ﬁeld. It quickly turned out that classical
inter-domain routing approaches such as BGP [29] are
not adequate in networks with highly dynamic topologies. Inter-domain routing in MANETs has been ﬁrst
discussed in [8]. Four challenging issues have been identiﬁed: addressing, membership management, handling
domain-level topology changes, and routing between
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the networks. As Internet-based protocols have been
considered, the addressing and membership management basically targeted the IP address assignment procedure and the resulting routing problems. This concept
has further been enhanced in recent work, still following
the BGP principles [31].
A cluster-based solution for inter-domain routing in
MANETs has been described in [35]. Here, especially
the issue of domain-level topology changes has been
addressed. Using bloom ﬁlters, the eﬀort for necessary
topology updates was greatly reduced. Most recently,
this scheme has been further evaluated to improve the
connectivity in the inter-domain scenario [26]. Based on
the bloom ﬁlter approach, the reliability of the network
connection has been investigated.
Basically, all this previous work is based on either
probabilistic routing using the bloom ﬁlter approach or
on full topology knowledge as a basic guideline how to
transmit packets over transit domains. In contrast, we
investigated the issue of inter-domain routing for virtual coordinate based routing protocols, in particular
focusing on our VCP approach [15,16]. We were able to
show that inter-domain routing in virtual coordinate
environments can be established exploiting available
DHT-based data management operations. Inter-domain
routing between neighboring domains becomes feasible
with only marginal overhead.

3 Basic Inter-Domain Routing using VCP
The Virtual Cord Protocol (VCP) has been developed
for eﬃcient routing and data management in sensor networks. In previous work, we demonstrated that VCP
outperforms MANET-based solutions as well as other
virtual coordinate-based protocols such as VRR [3, 5].
We continued this research by studying inter-domain
routing between multiple VCP domains [15, 16]. In the
following, we brieﬂy outline the concepts of VCP, before
presenting our generalized inter-domain routing framework.

3.1 Virtual Cord Protocol
The main idea is to arrange all the nodes in the network in form of a virtual cord. The cord is deﬁned as
a possible way of interconnecting all the nodes in the
network using a single thread. The topology of this cord
must not be “optimal” in any sense, because routing is
organized by exploiting information about the physical
neighbors for greedy forwarding. Nevertheless, the cord
ensures the availability of at least one path between any
two nodes in the network for guaranteed delivery.
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Fig. 3: Inter-domain routing using VCP
The cord is established using periodic HELLO messages. This is quite similar to the concept of beacon
stuﬃng proposed for ad how wireless networks [7]. Besides the assigned virtual address, these messages carry
all relevant information including the physical and the
virtual neighbors. One node must be pre-programmed
as the initial node, i.e. it gets the start position S = 0.
Based on received HELLO messages (at least one is required) in the last time interval, a new node can determine its position in the cord. A cord is formed according to a number of simple rules. Basically, new nodes
either join at one end of the cord, or get integrated, if
at least two other nodes that are virtual neighbors in
the cord are detected. A special rule is applied if the
node has connectivity to a non-end node but not to
its virtual neighbors. Then, a virtual position is generated at the discovered potential neighbor that is close
to its virtual coordinate. This address allows the new
to join between the real and the virtual position in the
cord, i.e., to extend the cord without disrupting it. An
application-dependent hash function is used for associating data items to nodes; thus, both pushing to a node
and pulling data from a node are supported. The same
mechanisms can also be used for service discovery.
3.2 Domain Concept
Conceptually, we associate each network with a unique
domain identiﬁer. This can be performed in VCP during the cord setup phase by assigning this ID to the
start node. Currently, no speciﬁc duplicate detection
has been integrated, but this can easily be added using the concepts provided for Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) as proposed in Mobile IPv6 or for address
selection in sensor networks [17, 33]. Then, all nodes
joining the cord also obtain the domain ID. The concept is depicted in Figure 3. The periodically exchanged
HELLO messages also contain the domain ID (step 1 in
Figure 3). If two networks are getting into each others
communication range, a node receiving HELLO messages
from another domain automatically becomes a gateway
node. It then stores this information into the local DHT
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Fig. 4: VCP inter-domain routing example
Fig. 5: Exchange and processing of HELLO messages
Table 1: Sample routing table
Gateway

Source domain

Destination domain

0.27
0.51
0.90

VCP /5
VCP /5
VCP /5

VCP /10
VCP /10
VCP /10

0.88

VCP /10
...

VCP /5

by hashing the well-known identiﬁer of the gateway service and storing the information at the node closest
to the resulting hash value (step 2). If the gateway no
longer receives HELLO messages from the detected neighbor, it removes the gateway information from the DHT.
This way, the local DHT always contains the most recent gateway information and routing between neighboring domains becomes possible using simple indirections. Whenever a nodes wants to transmit a packet to
another domain, it pulls the gateway address from the
DHT (step 3) and then forwards the message via the
gateway node (step 4).
An example is depicted in Figure 4. Two VCP domains are becoming interconnected, ﬁrst by a single
gateway, at a later point in time, multiple gateway nodes
become available. In the following, we use the notation
node id/domain id, e.g. 0.22/10, to identify nodes in a
particular domain. Let’s assume that node 0.72/5 needs
to transmit a message to node 0.22/10. It ﬁrst looks
up an appropriate gateway. The ﬁrst available gateway
in our example is 0.51/5. Thus, 0.72/5 forwards the
data to 0.51/5, which, in turn, forwards it to the other
domain, i.e. to gateway node 0.88/10, to ﬁnally reach
0.22/10. If more than a single gateway is available, any
one can be used to reach the other domain. The routing tables are distributed (and replicated, if necessary)
by means of the internal DHT. An excerpt of a typical
routing table is shown in Table 1.

3.3 Basic Inter-Domain Routing
The HELLO messages are not
cation of neighboring nodes
is the fundamental basis of
framework. In particular, it

only used for the identiﬁor domains. This concept
the inter-domain routing
is responsible for the au-

tonomous domain management. Two roles are dynamically assigned to nodes in the network: Gateway nodes
are responsible for detecting neighboring domains, storing this information in the local DHT, and to provide
forwarding capabilities to remote domains; and Router
nodes represent a virtual function storing all available
gateways to a particular domain. They basically provide
all the inter-domain routing functionality using indirections as known from overlay networks.
The essential mechanisms for maintaining domain
information and to assign gateway and router roles to
nodes in the network is the HELLO mechanism of VCP. In
the single domain case, VCP maintains its internal cord
structure using such HELLOs in order to inform neighboring nodes about the presence of others that are part of
the same virtual cord. We extended this mechanism to
also distributed associated domain IDs. The basic procedure is depicted in Figure 5 (G and R denoting gateway
and router nodes, respectively). This informs neighboring nodes not only about the presence of other domains
but also allows to assign roles.
Gateway nodes – After receiving a HELLO message
from another domain, i.e. the domain ID is diﬀerent
from the local domain ID, the receiving node immediately becomes a gateway to the other domain. Thus,
gateway functionality is related to physical connectivity to a co-located domain. The gateway is now able
to transmit data to the detected domain. NB: gateway functionality only allows unidirectional connectivity. Bidirectional communication is only possible if the
corresponding node in the other domain also received
a HELLO from its counterpart. As we assume that the
domains are mobile, this information needs to be continuously updated. Thus, each gateway is assigned only
for a limited period of time (typically, two of three times
the HELLO interval). If the information is not refreshed
in this time period, the node drops gateway functions.
Router nodes – In order to support routing between
two connected domains (i.e., at least one gateway node
has been assigned), the information about available gateways needs to be made available to all nodes in the network. Flooding of this information to all nodes would
allow to set up shortest paths towards respective gate-
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Fig. 7: Routing of EXCHANGE DOMAIN SET messages
(a) Intra-domain

(b) Inter-domain between neighboring domains

Fig. 6: VCP routing within a domain and between
neighboring domains

ways but this concept does not scale for high mobility
scenarios, i.e. if gateway nodes frequently become available and become dis-assigned again. Therefore, we use
the concept of indirections as typically used in overlay networks. The router node is responsible for maintaining a complete routing table to a speciﬁc neighboring domain. This is a virtual function allocated to a
node using a hash function that takes the domain ID
of the remote domain as input. Thus, for each domain,
a separate virtual router node will be created. The information maintained at the router node is depicted in
Table 1. Basically, it provides a list of all available gateways to this domain.
Because router nodes are virtual entities, depending
on the size of the network and the used hash function,
multiple routers might become co-located at a single
physical node. We assume that the router functionality
only requires limited resources of this node (for maintaining the routing table and to redirect messages transmitted to other networks, cf. Section 4.2).
VCP’s greedy routing is only used within a domain
(Figure 6a). Inter-domain routing is supported using indirections to the respective router nodes [15]. Figure 6b
outlines such a scenario. An indirection to the router
node is used together with source routing on domain
level. However, no transit domains are supported yet.
Direct communication between two nodes in arbitrary domains requires global topology information, i.e.
the gateway information needs to be distributed into all
VCP domains. Inter-domain routing can be supported
using a shortest path algorithm together with source
routing on domain level. VCP’s greedy routing is only
used within a domain. We show a fully self-organizing
way to obtain adequate routes based on path heuristics
in the following section.

4 Extended Inter-Domain Routing Framework
In the following, we outline our extended inter-domain
routing framework. Essentially, additional routing information is needed to identify transit domains. In order
to cope with the high dynamics of the network topology, adequate heuristics are needed because classical
shortest path algorithms are unlikely to converge.

4.1 Extended Domain Management
In order to develop a generalized inter-domain routing
framework for VCP, we had to deﬁne an additional role,
which needs to be executed in each domain: Moderator nodes maintain, update, and exchange domain tables with moderators in remote domains. Thus, moderator nodes are responsible for creating all the relevant
domain-level topology information.
Figure 7 depicts the setup of routing information.
After detecting neighboring domains using the HELLO
mechanism, the gateway node forwards this information
to a local router node responsible for the detected domain, i.e., the virtual entity storing information for the
associated hash entry. If the local routing table changes,
this information is further forwarded to the moderator
node, and, via the basic VCP inter-domain routing also
to moderators in the neighboring domains. As such, this
procedure is quite similar to classical BGP routing [29],
even though indirections are necessary to access remote
moderator nodes.
Moderator nodes – Summarizing the role of moderator nodes, which, similarly to router nodes, are virtual
entities responsible for maintaining speciﬁc routing tables, it can be said that those moderators are the core of
collecting network-wide domain information. Basically,
a moderator (each VCP domain maintains exactly one
moderator) stores and updates information about all
known domains in the network. Reliable operation of a
moderator (and a router) can be provided using VCP’s
internal replication techniques.
The necessary message exchange depicted in Figure 7 is further detailed in Table 2. At time t0 , each
of the three domains is fully separated from each other,
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Table 2: Exchange of domain information (cf. Figure 7)
Domain I

Domain II

Domain III

I

II

III

HELLO(I )

HELLO(II )

HELLO(III )

I, II

I ,II,III

II , III

HELLO(I )

HELLO(II )
EX(I ,III ) → I
EX(I ,III ) → III

HELLO(III )

Fig. 8: Inter-domain routing between arbitrary domains

I, II , III

I ,II,III

I , II , III

HELLO(I )
EX(III ) → II

HELLO(II )

HELLO(III )
EX(I ) → II

the message is forwarded as described for inter-domain
routing between neighboring domains. Yet, no temporal changes of the domain-level topology are considered
that might lead to ﬂuctuations in the inter-domain connectivity.
Organizing inter-domain routing between arbitrary
domains in an optimized way has a high complexity:
First, the routing tables, i.e., the inter-domain network
topology needs to be updated and maintained in order to ensure stable topology information and loop-free
routes. This requires an extremely high amount of network traﬃc for topology control if dynamics and mobile
nodes are considered. Secondly, the complexity of the
routing tables and the paths that need to be calculated
might be too high for mobile nodes. Therefore, classical routing algorithms cannot be used, even on domain
level.
In order to transmit messages to foreign domains,
the following two problems need to be solved as illustrated in Figure 9:

t0

t1

t2

i.e., no HELLO exchange has occurred already. After a
ﬁrst HELLO exchange, all the domains learned about their
direct neighbors. In particular, the gateway nodes involved in this HELLO exchange stored this information
at the local virtual router nodes. Thus, at time t1 , domain I learned about domain II and so on.
According to the extended inter-domain routing approach, the router nodes report changes to the moderator nodes, which, learn about the presence of new
domain IDs. In turn, the interval’s next information exchange does not only include HELLO messages but also
messages informing neighboring domain’s moderators
about the refreshed list of known domains.
In special EXCHANGE DOMAIN SET messages, the moderator at domain II distributes knowledge about domains
I and III to its neighboring domains’ moderators (denoted as EX(domain set) → domain in Table 2). After a
ﬁnal exchange at time t2 , the network converges. The
next information update (besides the periodic HELLO
messages) will happen only after routing tables changed
due to nodes’ mobility.

4.2 Inter-Domain Routing Issues
Based on the established routing information, messages
can be routed within a domain using the standard VCP
greedy routing techniques and between neighboring domains relying on the indirection via the router node,
and now, even between arbitrary domains exploiting
the knowledge provided by the moderator nodes. Figure 8 outlines the message forwarding over a transit
domain. In the source domain, a router node (RIII ) has
been created by the moderator. Thus, a message towards domain III is ﬁrst routed to RIII . The indirection points towards an adequate transit domain (here,
domain II), to which the message is forwarded using
an appropriate gateway node. From within domain II,

– First, inter-domain routing needs to be organized,
i.e., the path between source and destination domains. This represents a macroscopic view to the
routing problem. For example, as shown in Figure 9a,
two possible routes exist between domains I and
V II, with a branch at domain II.
– Secondly, the microscopic level need to be solved,
i.e., which particular gateway node should be used
for routing between two connected domains. This
problem is outlined in Figure 9b.
Furthermore, the handling of indirections needs to
be solved. Basically, two orthogonal approaches can be
envisioned. Nodes may ﬁrst query path information from
moderator and / or router nodes before sending messages directly on the selected route. Alternatively, messages could be directly forwarded to the moderator and
router nodes for relaying the messages towards their
destination.
Both concepts are depicted in Table 3. Here, S and
D represent the source and destination node, respectively, R and G are router and gateway nodes, and the
exponent speciﬁes the current domain (T meaning tran-
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Fig. 9: Routing problems at macroscopic (domain)
and microscopic (gateway) level associated with interdomain routing

sit). Basically, the path between the source node and
the gateway in the destination domain can be organized
as follows:
– Direct relay – Indirections are applied directly by
relaying packets. Thus, the source node S forwards
the packet to router RD without knowledge about
the entire path. The packet is then relayed from
RD to the selected gateway node in the local domain, forwarded through the transit domain until it
reaches the destination node D. If, at any stage, a
path is not known, e.g. because a domain moved out
of transmission range, an error message is generated
and forwarded to the source node.
– Route lookup – Here, indirections are queried to establish a path (per domain) to the destination. After identifying the best gateway Gout , the message
is sent directly from S to Gout . The same procedure
is applied in each transit domain.
We ﬁnally decided to use direct relaying. In early
experiments, it turned out that this indirection for all
data packets does not lead to signiﬁcant overhead for
low and medium traﬃc load. In high load scenarios, it
certainly makes sense to ﬁrst querying the best path
and then sending the packets directly. The indirection
case also provides better performance in scenarios with
rapid topology changes, because the router and moderator nodes will be informed ﬁrst about such changes and
can instantly rely on this updated routing information.

The internal routing decision process is outlined in
Figure 10. All decisions will be applied at the node that
currently handles the packet. In this ﬁgure, “sendDown”
means normal intra-domain VCP routing, i.e. the transmission to the next hop on the inter-domain routing
path. In a ﬁrst step, the node identiﬁes whether the
packet already reached the destination domain. If this
is the case, normal VCP routing takes over to deliver
the packet. If not, the node analyzes if this is a nodeto-router (N2R) packet, a gateway-to-gateway (G2G)
packet, or a router-to-node (R2N) packet. The node
then processes the associated routing tables and forwards the packet to the next hop, again using intradomain VCP rules.

4.3 ACO-based Routing Heuristic
We propose a routing heuristic based on ACO that is
able to cope with these two problems while ensuring a
high degree of robustness to topology changes. Also, the
selected solution is rather accurate, i.e., selected routes
are close the theoretical shortest path. In the following,
we outline the ACO based routing heuristic. Simulation
results are discussed in Section 5.
Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is a biologically
inspired technique simulating the foraging process of
social insects [12,19]. ACO uses a graph G(N, E), N denoting the nodes and E undirected edges, respectively.
Two nodes i, j ∈ N are neighbors if (i, j) ∈ E. Each
edge Eij is annotated with some cost. A path is a sequence of nodes and edges between a source and a destination node. The objective of ACO is to ﬁnd a path
between source and destination with minimal costs.
ACO uses to called explorer ants, i.e., discovery packets, to explore the network. These packets need to be
generated periodically to ﬁnd possible routes to a given
destination. In our system, we use such discovery pack-
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Table 3: Possibilities for message forwarding using indirections
Forwarding mode

Source domain

direct relay
route lookup

S→
→ Gout →
S → RS → S
T
S → GS
out → Gin
RD

Transit domain
GT
in

ets to ﬁnd paths towards the other domains. In particular, we periodically send such discovery packets as
soon as the system learns about new domains until they
disappear again (timeout).
During initialization, each edge (i, j) ∈ E in the
graph G is associated with some initial pheromone level
(weight) τij :
τij ← τ0 , ∀(ij) ∈ E

(1)

A complete iteration of the ACO algorithm consists
of three steps:
1. Stepwise probabilistic solution
Setting up a path is based on stepwise estimation for
each edge (i, j) according to Equation 2. Here, Nik
depicts the neighborhood of the k-th ant at node i,
i.e., the k-th discovery packet.

α
 ∑ τij
k
α j ∈ Ni
τ
k
pkij =
(2)
 l∈Ni il
0
j∈
/ Nik
2. Deterministic pheromone update
After ﬁnding a solution, the ant returns. On this
path, loops are eliminated by checking whether a
path includes the same node twice. Furthermore, the
returning ant updates the pheromone level for all
edges (i, j) on the path. The new pheromone concentration is calculated according to Equation 3 where
∆τ represents some positive value that indicates success in path ﬁnding. In our system, we used a small
positive number according to the ﬁndings in recent
ACO research.
τij ← τij + ∆τ k

(3)

3. Pheromone evaporation
In order to make the algorithm robust even in case
of high dynamics in the topology, the pheromone
needs to be evaporated over time for all the edges.
Basically, the pheromone level is decremented over
time by some value ρ ∈ (0, 1] as shown in Equation 4.
τij ← (1 − ρ) · τij , ∀(ij) ∈ E

(4)

GT
in
GT
in
GT
in

→
→
→

→ GT
out →
R D → GT
in
D
GT
out → Gin
RD

Destination domain
GD
in

GD
in → D
GD
in → D

The algorithm converges if a solution reaches some
certain quality level or if no more changes are performed.
ACO has already been successfully applied to several problems in networking. Most importantly, early
approaches to routing need to be named such as the
AntNet [9] proposal. Here, ACO has been used to set up
probabilistic routing tables for standard Internet routing. This work has been directly used in the AntHocNet [10] algorithm, which has been designed for use in
MANET environments, thus, in very dynamic networks
with rapidly changing network topologies. It turned out
that ACO was perfectly able to handle these dynamics.
Hierarchical solutions relying on a combination of
ACO and table-driven routing on a higher layer have
been investigated, e.g., in the HopNet approach [34]. In
this paper, we use a similar scheme but using ACO on
the higher (domain) level. As a further step, even combined routing and task allocation in mobile sensor networks has been investigated [24]. In this work, not only
routing in mobile networks has been considered but also
the distribution of multiple tasks to sensor nodes generating network traﬃc with diﬀerent proﬁles (bursty,
constant but high traﬃc volume, etc.). Obviously, ACO
seems to be a perfect candidate for handling dynamics
in the network topology with low overhead.
4.4 Optimized Inter-Domain Routing
In order to apply ACO to the problem of inter-domain
routing in virtual coordinate based networks, we need
to construct a graph, deﬁne a solution for the pheromone
update, and ﬁnd appropriate parameters for this update. We interpret the entire network as graph G and
each VCP domain as a node k ∈ G. For each available gateway between two domains, we draw an edge
(i, j) ∈ E connecting the domains i and j. Thus, different to the classical ACO, we allow multiple edges
between nodes. All the required information is already
available in the inter-domain version of VCP as outlined
in Sections 3.2 and 4. The resulting algorithm follows
the ACO principles:
1. Set up a probabilistic route, estimate resulting costs;
2. Prune routing loops, update the costs for each gateway such that the probability to chose the best gateway reﬂects the estimated costs;
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Table 4: Simulation parameters

ACO

M:Moderator

X:Router

Y:Router

ACO TIMER

EVAPORATE
TIMER
evaporate()

CONSTRUCT
PATH

CONSTRUCT
PATH

ACO TIMER
CONSTRUCT
PATH

CONSTRUCT
PATH
eliminateLoops()
UPDATE
PHEROMONE

eliminateLoops()
UPDATE
PHEROMONE

UPDATE
PHEROMONE

Input parameter

Value

Number of Nodes
Speed
Query period
Initialization time

10+10, 25+25, 100+100, 40
ﬁxed, 1 m s−1 , 3 m s−1 , 6 m s−1
1 s−1
100 s

mac.bitrate
mac.broadcastBackoﬀ
mac.maxQueueSize
mac.rtsCts

2 Mbit s−1
31 slots
14 packets
false

updatePh()

path costs.
Fig. 11: Estimation of ACO-based routing heuristics

3. Update the costs while the algorithm is running to
incorporate dynamic topology changes.
ACO is thus used to weight the used gateways in
order to ﬁnd a shortest (cost minimal) path between
two domains. In the scope of this paper, we use the hop
count as a routing metric to derive the costs for each
gateway. Topology control and minimal cost routing is
performed using artiﬁcial ants transmitted between the
VCP routing domains. This technique is very robust to
changes in the network topology. Domains that become
connected to the network can be quickly integrated using such explorer ants. Removing a domain because no
more gateways are available leads to a short period of
inconsistent routing (which is typical for ACO-based
heuristics). However, as the costs decrease quickly, this
has no inﬂuence on active parts of the network.
Figure 11 shows a sequence diagram outlining the
stepwise creation of a solution as well as the update
of the costs for the gateway nodes. After receiving the
ACO TIMER signal, the moderator of a domain initiates
the setup of paths to each reachable domain. Thus,
it sends CONSTRUCT PATH to the router nodes responsible for the respective destination domains. In order to
cope with the dynamic topology at domain level, the
CONSTRUCT PATH messages can limit the maximum costs
and the maximum number of hops.
When a message arrives at the destination router,
the path is cleaned up and an UPDATE PHEROMONE message is sent back to the destination using source routing
along the stored nodes (i.e., exactly the same way back
to the originating node). The pheromone value τG represents the cost of each gateway entry in the routing table.
After receiving an UPDATE PHEROMONE, the cost value of
the gateway is updated according to Equation 5. The
initial cost value is a small value τ0 , K represents the

τG ← τG + ∆τ, with ∆τ =

C
, C = const
1+K

(5)

The use of path costs in the pheromone update has
some nice properties [12]: The quality of a solution is
increased, a good solution can already be found using
only a few explorer ants, and the quality of the solution becomes almost independent of the parameter α
in Equation 2. Thus, the cost of a gateway in the routing table is directly proportional to the length of the
entire path to the destination domain.
The evaporation process runs in parallel with the
cost update. The parameter ρ inﬂuences the speed and
quality of the routing convergence. For ρ = 0, no convergence is to be expected and for large ρ, the algorithm
quickly converges to suboptimal solutions. Furthermore,
the degree of mobility needs to be considered for identifying an optimal value for ρ.
We analyzed all the ACO parameters using some initial simulations. More details on the simulation framework and the used parameters are discussed in [18].
Based on these experiment, we identiﬁed optimal values for tACO , depicting the time between the periodic
evaluations of the routing table, the evaporation factor
ρ, describing the evaporation speed, the delay between
two evaporations tEvaporate , and the impact of ∆τ .
5 Simulation Results
We investigated the feasibility and the performance of
the inter-domain routing concept for VCP in several
simulation scenarios. We used our implementation of
VCP for the simulation tool OMNeT++ to analyze the
behavior of the dynamic gateway conﬁguration and the
performance of the inter-domain routing using indirections. Relevant simulation parameters are summarized
in Table 4. We simulated VCP over IEEE 802.11b.
The simulation setup for the ﬁrst set of experiments
is depicted in Figure 12a. We placed two groups of
nodes on the playground, one being stationary, the other
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Fig. 13: Path length distribution for various network
sizes and node speeds

(b) Multi-network scenario

Fig. 12: Simulation setup
one being mobile. During the experiment, the group of
mobile nodes approached the stationary nodes and departed again. In a second set of experiments, we created
a setup including 10 VCP domains of 4 nodes each, 9
being stationary arranged in form of a rectangle (nodes
have a partially overlapping radio range), and one network domain being mobile, moving along the perimeter,
close to the border of the rectangle. Thus, the interdomain routing framework had to keep track with a
rather high degree of system dynamics, i.e. topology
changes on domain level due to mobility. This setup is
outlined in Figure 12b.

5.1 Two-Network Scenario
In the ﬁrst set of experiments, which we prepared as a
baseline for validation and comparison to previous results obtained for basic inter-domain routing between
neighboring domains [15], we evaluated the performance
of our enhanced inter-domain routing algorithm in a
two-network scenario. We allow an initial setup time of
100 s to establish two VCP networks, one for each group.
Within this time, a node in the mobile network creates
and inserts data items in this VCP domain. After the
initialization, the mobile group moves towards the stationary group. After some time, the ﬁrst nodes get into
the radio range of the other group and they start to set

up gateway information, and to exchange data packets. The simulation time has been chosen such that for
the slow 1 m s−1 scenario the mobile domain completely
passes the stationary domain. At higher speeds, multiple of such connections occur. In the second scenario, we
used network 100 instead of 10 nodes in both networks
to evaluate the impact of a larger number of gateway
nodes and longer communication paths.
The metrics discussed in the following are shown as
boxplots. For each data set, a box is drawn from the ﬁrst
quartile to the third quartile, and the median is marked
with a thick line. Additional whiskers extend from the
edges of the box towards the minimum and maximum of
the data set. Data points outside the range of box and
whiskers are considered outliers and drawn separately.
Furthermore, the mean is plotted as a small red box.
We evaluated diﬀerent measures such as the available gateways, the success rate, communication delays,
and the path length distribution. All the results clearly
show the feasibility of ACO to quickly ﬁnd adequate
routes in this simple setup. Exemplary, we show the
path length between source and destination nodes located in opposite domains. Figure 13 shows the simulation results for diﬀerent network sizes (we selected
speeds of 1 m s−1 , 3 m s−1 , and 6 m s−1 according to the
experimental setup in [35]). As can be seen, the network size has signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the path length.
This eﬀect has been expected as the path length within
each domain certainly increases. More interestingly, the
speed has almost no inﬂuence as all the statistical measures (median, quartiles) are in a similar range. Very
high speeds above 6 m s−1 lead to instabilities of the
paths. Concepts like Last Encounter Routing (LER)
might help to overcome this problem [21].
We also evaluated the success rate (Figure 14a) and
the query delay (Figure 14b). As can be seen, the node
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Fig. 14: Success rate and query delay for various network sizes and node speeds

Fig. 15: Path length distribution and stretch ratio for
diﬀerent node speeds

speed has a much higher inﬂuence on smaller networks.
This is due to the few available gateway nodes. If this
number increases, i.e. more possible paths between the
neighboring domains can be used, the success rate and
the query delay are much more stable with increasing
node speed. The other eﬀect shown in Figure 14 is that
both the success rate and the query delay degrade with
increasing network sizes. The reason is, again, the much
longer paths to be taken between source and destination. There is certainly a higher loss probability for
higher hop counts and the delay adds up on the path.
Overall, the results look very promising as the interdomain routing provides stable and eﬃcient paths.

This setup causes many topology changes on domain
level and therefore allows to assess the quality of the
used ACO based path heuristics.
As can be seen in Figure 15a, the discovered paths
have been quite stable even though the network topology continuously changed on domain level. ACO very
quickly reacted on these changes and enforced the use
of alternate paths. The path lengths for the 6 m s−1 scenario are longer on an absolute scale and show a higher
variance. This can be expected as the available paths
very rapidly break and alternate paths need to be used.
Measuring the overhead involved is not that simple.
Simply counting the protocol messages is certainly not
suﬃcient. Please note that periodic HELLO messages are
used for cord maintenance as well as for assessing connectivity to other domains. The best way to measure
the overhead is to look at the path lengths in comparison to the shortest path.
Figure 15b shows the path stretch, i.e. the distance
of discovered paths from the theoretical shortest path.
On average, roughly a factor of two has to be considered,

5.2 Multi-Network Scenario
In a second set of experiments, we evaluated the capabilities of the extended inter-domain routing framework
for inter-domain routing including transit domains. We
used the setup of 10 VCP domains described before.
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Fig. 16: Path length distribution for selected node
speeds

which is extremely promising for fully self-organizing
routing protocols in highly dynamic environments. The
stretch shows a higher variance with increasing mobility.
At 6 m s−1 , the average is at about 3.
Figures 16a and 16b show further details on the path
length distribution for diﬀerent speeds of the mobile domain. These two time series plots clear show that our
extended inter-domain routing framework supports stable paths over longer periods of time. This can be seen
in form of established plateaus in both graphs. Obviously, the length of those plateaus becomes shorter for
higher node speeds.
We ﬁnally evaluated the query delay for the multinetwork scenario. As shown in Figure 17, the transmission delay increases with increasing dynamics, i.e.
higher speeds of the mobile network domain. This effect was expected as the ACO algorithm needs some
time to reinforce the use of alternate paths by updating
the associated pheromone level. The setup for 6 m s−1
shows reduced delays, which is due to the scenario setting. The initial upload of data items frequently failed.

6 Conclusion and Further Challenging Issues
We presented a framework for inter-domain routing in
virtual coordinate based mobile networks. Our framework is based on concepts developed in the scope of
the Virtual Cord Protocol. This can, however, be applied to any similar protocol such as VRR and even
geographic solutions that support the use of (virtual)
coordinates together with a hash function based storage
and retrieval of information from nodes in the network.
The main focus of this paper was on establishing a generalized routing framework that is able to maintain information about inter-connected domains. In particular,
the framework provides a microscopic view on gateways
directly connecting neighboring domains and a macroscopic view on the high-level domain topology. Using
the concept of indirections, routes can be established
between arbitrary nodes in any domain. For optimized
inter-domain routing, we used a bio-inspired routing
heuristic, the Ant Colony Optimization approach. The
ACO-based routing heuristic provides means for routing well suited even in networks with signiﬁcant dynamics, i.e. established and broken connections between
multiple domains due to node movements. According to
our simulation results, the protocol provides very stable
routes between mobile groups of nodes.
Even though the presented solution is very promising, inter-domain routing in MANETs is still a challenging issue. As can be seen from the simulation results,
with increasing dynamics in the topology, the quality
of the established routing paths is reduced. Furthermore, there are situations in which no connectivity can
be established. In these situations, other approaches
might be used. Two possible research directions include
story-carry-forward strategies as in Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) [27] and the explicit exploitation of mobility to set up a routing path as in encounter routing [21].
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